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Today's system administrators deal with a vast number of situations, operating systems, software packages, and problems. Those who are in the know have kept their copy of Linux Server Hacks close at hand to ease their burden. And while this helps, it's not enough: any sys admin knows there are many more hacks, cool tips, and ways of solving problems than can fit in a single volume (one that mere mortals can lift, that is).
 		

Which is why we created Linux Server Hacks, Volume Two, a second collection of incredibly useful tips and tricks for finding and using dozens of open source tools you can apply to solve your sys admin problems. The power and flexibility of Linux and Open Source means that there is an astounding amount of great software out there waiting to be applied to your sys admin problems -- if only you knew about it and had enough information to get started. Hence, Linux Server Hacks, Volume Two.

This handy reference offers 100 completely new server management tips and techniques designed to improve your productivity and sharpen your administrative skills. Each hack represents a clever way to accomplish a specific task, saving you countless hours of searching for the right answer.  No more sifting through man pages, HOWTO websites, or source code comments -- the only resource you need is right here. And you don't have to be a system administrator with hundreds of boxen to get something useful from this book as many of the hacks apply equally well to a single system or a home network.  

Compiled by experts, these hacks not only give you the step-by-step instructions necessary to implement the software, but they also provide the context to truly enable you to learn the technology. Topics include:
 		

	
    Authentication
 				

    
	
    Remote GUI connectivity
 				

    
	
    Storage management
 				

    
	
    File sharing and synchronizing resources
 				

    
	
    Security/lockdown instruction 
 				

    
	
    Log files and monitoring
 				

    
	
    Troubleshooting
 				

    
	
    System rescue, recovery, and repair
 				

    


Whether they help you recover lost data, collect information from distributed clients, or synchronize administrative environments, the solutions found in Linux Server Hacks, Volume Two will simplify your life as a system administrator.
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Survival Analysis: Models and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Survival analysis concerns sequential occurrences of events governed by probabilistic laws.  Recent decades have witnessed many applications of survival analysis in various disciplines. This book introduces both classic survival models and theories along with newly developed techniques. Readers will learn how to perform analysis of...
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Computational and Information Technologies in Science, Engineering and Education (Communications in Computer and Information Science)Springer, 2019

	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 9th  International Conference on Computational and Information Technologies in Science, Engineering and Education, CITech 2018, held in Ust-Kamenogorsk, Kazakhstan, in September 2018.
	
		The 25 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 64...
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Ubuntu 8.10 Linux BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
A Linux distribution is basically the sum of the things that you need to run Linux on your computer. There are many different Linux distributions, each with its own target audience, set of features, administrative tools, and fan club, the latter of which is more properly known as a user community. Putting aside the downright fanatics, most of the...
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Linux from ScratchIuniverse Inc, 2000
Linux From Scratch describes the process of creating your own Linux system from scratch from an already installed Linux distribution, using nothing but the source code of software that you need.
From the author's introduction: "Having used a number of different Linux distributions, I was never fully satisfied with either of those. I didn't...
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Introduction to Digital Professional Mobile Radio (Artech House Mobile Communications Library)Artech House Publishers, 2004
Offering unique insight from the author's years of experience working with  this technology, the book presents a comparison of the properties of   conventional analogue and new digital PMR systems.     

       This practical new book is written for mobile communication professionals who are involved in the planning, design, testing,...
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Analysis of Phylogenetics and Evolution with R (Use R!)Springer, 2011

	
		Phylogenetics is the science of the evolutionary relationships among species.
	
		Recently, the term has come to include broader issues such as estimating rates
	
		of evolution, dating divergence among species, reconstructing ancestral characters,
	
		or quantifying adaptation, all these using phylogenies as frameworks.
	...
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